Address to BMCC Councillors regarding
serious concerns of DLEP 2013
MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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• MCCC, Biznet and BMATA favour a
progressive planning instrument for our
LGA that :
balances environmental protection of
the World Heritage Area with the
economic and social needs of the
residents of our 27 towns to achieve a
sustainable future.
MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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• In our view DLEP 2013 does not meet
community needs for
– creation of investment opportunities in business,
tourism and residential development which
translates to:
• employment opportunities and
• provision of a range of housing options,
that would economically and socially sustain the
mountains’ community over the next 20 years
and support a village lifestyle.

MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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General concerns
DLEP 2013 is not a standard-instrument LEP as per
requirements of the NSW Department of Planning and
Infrastructure
– it is bad for the State’s program of uniformity and
potentially ruinous for the residents of the Blue
Mountains.
– The highly proscriptive controls involve subjective planning
judgments which will not be reviewable
– Subjective and proscriptive requirements should be in
development control plans (DCPs) where Council has the
flexibility to regulate changing circumstances in
accordance with changing economic and social
circumstances
MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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Why are the peak business and tourism
bodies concerned?
Change in number of businesses listed in NSW and Blue Mountains LGA
-6.7% is the net reduction in BM businesses from 2007 to 2011
2007
2011
% change
All NSW

697,000

700,006

+1.3%

Blue Mountains
LGA

5910

5593

–5.4%

Change in population by age groups 0-19 years and 20-39 years as a %
in NSW and Blue Mountains LGA
All NSW
Blue Mountains
LGA

0-19 years
26%
26%

20-39 years
27%
21%

Net % change
+3.85%
–22%

59% of BM LGA resident workers travel outside the BM for employment
(most to Penrith, thence Sydney, Blacktown, Parramatta and others)
Source: ABS (2011 census) and BMEE Blue Mountains Demographic and
Economic Profile Profile (issue1, 2014) http://bmee.org.au/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2014/03/HB-BMEE-EconProfile_FinalArt_HR-website.pdf
MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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General concerns
• DLEP 2013 provided the opportunity to
correct the failings of LEP 2005 and LEP 1991.
– These LEPs have not resulted in a sustainable
balance between residential and business uses in
fact they have stopped urban consolidation and
contributed to stagnation of the business and
tourist sectors.

MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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General Concerns

• Council appears unwilling to listen
and take notice of either experts or
the Dept of Planning.
It has failed to consider ratepayerfunded reports that recommend
changes to planning policies to
achieve sustainable economic and
tourist development.
MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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The following documents of NSW Dept of Planning and Infrastructure and
reports commissioned by BMCC identify policies and recommendations that
have been ignored by DLEP 2013.
•

Planning circular ‘Changes to existing use rights’ 31 March, 2006

•

Practice Note PN 09-005 ‘Local Environment Plan Zone Objectives’ 10 September, 2009

•

‘Strategic Tourism and Recreation Planning Study’ by the Stafford Group, Dec 2011 (The Stafford
Report) (Attachment 15 to the Planning Proposal for DLEP 2013)

•

‘Planning Study for Employment Land in the Blue Mountains’ by Goldberg Blaise, November 2012
(Attachment 11 to the Planning Proposal for DLEP 2013)

•

‘Blue Mountains Business Park Concept Design for Clean Technology Park’ by URBIS, June 2011

•

'Residential Development Strategy & Addendum’ (Attachment 13 to the Planning Proposal for
DLEP 2013)

•

BMCC Community Strategic Plan Sustainable Blue Mountains 2025’ commenced in 2000 and
revised and updated 2012/2013

•

BMEE’s Blue Mountains Demographic and Economic Profile (Issue 1 –
2014) http://bmee.org.au/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/HB-BMEEEconProfile_FinalArt_HR-website.pdf
MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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‘Specific’ concerns
1. Non standard legal language: ‘complies with’ instead of “has
regard to”
•

Cls 1.2A and 2.3A are unnecessary and ought to be substituted with the phrase
“has regard to”– as per the standard instrument.

•

DLEP 2013 includes subjective and proscriptive matters which ought to be in DCPs.
Council’s “tougher language” in the DLEP will minimise the chances of any judicial
review of its decisions. This will have the effect of stifling innovative design and
being receptive to changes in housing options, tourism needs and business activity

Recommendation:
•

MCCC requests the standard instrument phrase ‘with regard to’ be substituted for
“complies with” in clauses 1.2A and 2.3A (and any other clauses where this
wording appears in DLEP 2013) and,

•

all subjective and matters relating to intensity of use, form and structure etc be
incorporated in DCPs
MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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‘Specific’ concerns
• 2. Existing use rights
– DLEP 2013 has not taken the opportunity to rezone
businesses of long standing to business zones that have
been previously zoned ‘residential’ in existing LEPs eg
Woodford, Blaxland and Wentworth Falls
– BMCC actively discourages land owners from making
‘rezoning applications’ by stating that ‘there will be limited
the opportunity for rezoning’ (see DLEP 2013’s Fact Sheet
18).
– in residential as well as business zonings it is unclear how
‘existing-use rights’ will be handled where the minimumlot size has been increased beyond the actual holding.
Eg E4 zone of 10ha blocks where previous Bushland
Conservation zoning allowed 1200 sq metres minimum
block size
MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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Recommendation:
DLEP 2013 be amended to:
• (where appropriate) rezone land to reflect
existing and past commercial use.
• reduce minimum-lot sizes to reflect actual lot
size where there is an existing use.
• Permit undeveloped ‘undersized’ lots to be
developed
MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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3. The Stafford Report identifying reforms to
boost sustainable tourism has been ignored
– ‘The Stafford Report’ is a damning indictment on
the existing planning regime with regard to
tourism
– Tourism currently contributes $500 million pa to
the Blue Mountains economy
– current and potential income is threatened by
DLEP 2013 because it allows little scope for
operators to respond to the changing demands of
the tourist market

MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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Recommendation:
DLEP 2013 be amended to:
• implement the recommendations made by the
Stafford Report 2.5 years ago, including the
introduction of an SP3 Tourist Zone, to permit
innovative tourism and recreation development.
• to delete Cl 5.4 which needlessly restricts the size of
a facility. (B&B to 3 bedrooms) On what criteria is this
based?
• to delete Cl 6.30 which needlessly restricts how a
Rural and Nature Based Tourism Development
operates (farm-stay operator cannot employ
‘permanent staff’ but only up to two casual staff). On
what criteria is this based?
MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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4. Unreasonable restrictions placed on
medium-density housing
• DLEP 2013 unreasonably restricts mediumdensity development to specified precincts
– large areas within 800 m of town centres are
excluded in the name of preserving “character”
through applying either the non-standard Period
Housing Area (Council’s diluted form of a Heritage
Conservation Area) or the non-standard R6
Residential Character Conservation zone.

MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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4. Unreasonable restrictions placed on
medium-density housing
• Council has “translated” LEP 2005’s accessible
housing provisions to R2 Low Density across
the mountains (see Hazelbrook example).
• DLEP has not adjusted R3 (medium density
precincts) - even those where not a single unit
has been built indicating that the nominated
R3 precincts from previous LEPs are not
attractive to the market (Lawson and
Wentworth Falls).
MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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Example 1 Hazelbrook
Residential lots along Glendarrah St, Hazelbrook within 800 metres from the town
centre and railway station have a zoning history as follows:
LEP 4

LEP 2005
DLEP 2013

VILLAGE - HOUSING RESIDENTIAL 2(A1); Permissible
Use - Townhouses
Living General with provision for Accessible Housing
Area; Permissible Use – Townhouses for over 55’s
R2 Low Density Residential

Glendarrah St Hazelbrook close to railway station and shops - zoned for townhouses LEP 4, LEP 2005 –
zoned R2 Low density residential DLEP 2013

MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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R6

R6

R3
R3
R3

R6

There are substantial medium density areas in Lawson close to the village
(R3 –red). However these have not been taken up for affordable housing
because of high development costs – many arguably unnecessarily
imposed by Council.
Example 2 - Lawson
MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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R2
R2
R2

R3
R3

R6
R6

The Character Zone R6 (dark pink) dominates housing options within 800 m of the village and
railway station (blue). There are only two very small areas of medium density R3 (light red) one of
these on the opposite side of the great western highway.
R 2-(pale pink) (that allow for aged care residences) are located on the opposite side of the great
western highway up 400 to 800 metres (as the crows fly) from the village.
The DLEP 2013 zonings mirror those of DLEP 2005 below. As for Lawson developers have not taken
the option to develop medium density areas as they are percieved as either too expensive to
develop or undesirable locations
MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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LEP 2005
There is no change in medium density zones from LEP 2005
despite a zero yield in development
MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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4 Unreasonable restrictions placed on mediumdensity housing
– 92% of the housing stock suits only families with cars
– the mountains are in urgent need of alternative
housing
– Council’s suite of measures do the opposite of what
Housing NSW and its own Residential Study
recommends.
– These policies run counter to the States Affordable
Rental Housing policy.
– DLEP 2013 guarantees that residents’ need for
alternative housing will not be met.
MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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4. Unreasonable restrictions placed on mediumdensity housing
• Urban renewal is urgently required to ensure the
region’s viability (economically, socially and
environmentally) into the future
• Large block sizes (1200 sq m) close to villages:
– disperse residents (instead of creating ‘communities’)
– mandate car use (instead of walking and pollute the
environment) and
– discourage local shopping (in favour of district
centres).
MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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4. Unreasonable restrictions placed on mediumdensity housing
• Far too much area is zoned R6 (1200 sq m blocks
with no seniors, disability or multi-dwelling
housing permitted)
• In many locations R6 zoned areas are right to the
boundary of local shopping and transport centres
(e.g. Lawson, Wentworth Falls and Katoomba).
• Furthermore many of the existing houses in this
zoning do not exhibit ‘special character’ and are
on lots smaller than the permitted 1200 sq m
MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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4. Unreasonable restrictions placed on mediumdensity housing
The Residential Study (attachment 13 to the Planning Proposal
for DLEP 2013) notes, as other reports before it have, that
the mountains lack affordable housing near stations and
villages
Recommendations:
•

DLEP 2013 be amended
– To allow medium density (R3) development within 800 metres of a village
centre particularly where there is a railway station where appropriate and
practicable.
– To delete cl 6.19 Period Housing Area. (if a cluster of pre-1946 houses has
merit it will satisfy the standard-instrument’s definition of a Heritage
Conservation Area).
– To delete the R6 Residential Character Conservation zone with the
exception of Leura.
The combination of heritage listing and R2 zone is adequate to protect the
genuinely grand old houses set in traditional grounds.
– To align lot sizes with existing lot sizes
MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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5. Planning controls in business zones are
unreasonable
• DLEP 2013 has unreasonably reduced floorto-space ratios for commercial uses and not
aligned planning controls for employment
land to compete with neighbouring LGAs in
accordance with Goldberg Blaise’s
recommendations.
(Planning Study for Employment Land in the Blue Mountains’ by

Goldberg Blaise, November 2012 Attachment 11 to the Planning
Proposal for DLEP 2013)

MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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5. Planning controls in business zones are
unreasonable
– Springwood shopping centre had a FSR of 2:1 under LEP 4.
Draft LEP 2013 has reduced this to a FSR 1.5:1.
– Brooklands and Glenbrook Village Neighbourhood Centres
have a floor-to-space ratio of 0.5:1 and 0.6:1 respectively.
This ratio should be increased to 1:1 to match Blaxland.

A larger FSR means that office space and/or residences
above shop fronts can be developed to encourage
renewal and upgrading of current facilities.
This needs to be combined with the provision of car
parking offsets with a parking contribution levy to
facilitate development in village centres where onsite
parking cannot be accommodated
MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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• 5. Planning controls in business zones are
unreasonable
Recommendation:
•
DLEP 2013 amend planning controls,
including FSRs to enable commercial
premises and employment lands to
compete with neighbouring LGAs.

•

That the two business zonings be merged
into one zone

MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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6. Development Control inclusions in the LEP
• DLEP 2013 includes matters which ought to be
incorporated in development control plans rather
than in the DLEP
• Experience shows that impractical heritage and
accessibility controls when included in an LEP
deter urban renewal.
• All issues related to form, structure, setbacks,
intensity of use etc should be included in DCP’s
• DCP’s are more flexible and allow consideration
of changing circumstances and innovation in
business, residential and tourism endeavours
MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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6. Development Control inclusions in the LEP
• An LEP is a legal document which has little
flexibility.
• DLEP 2013 will be a blue print for
development over the next 15 to 20 years.
• DCP’s provide flexibility for changing
circumstances (such as changing tourism
activities eg day spas).

MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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6. Development Control inclusions in the LEP
Recommendation:
• DLEP 2013 be amended to delete Part 7
precinct controls.
(If such controls are considered necessary
they ought to be in the DCP to allow flexibility
and avoid a potentially very costly rezoning
application).

MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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7. Village by village consultation and development of
master plans.
• It is incomprehensible that planning for some villages
can be considered in DLEP 2013 without reference to a
village master plan
• ’Village by village’ consultation and master planning led
by independent urban design consultants would ensure
that the following concerns are addressed:
– Village specific community aspirations similar to that in
BMCC Community Strategic Plan ‘Sustainable Blue
Mountains 2025’ are reflected in DLEP2013
– Recommendations made in the Stafford Report are
adopted and land zoned accordingly
– That urban renewal within 800 m of town centres be
facilitated where appropriate and practicable
MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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7. Village

by village consultation and development
of master plans.
Recommendation:
• That the DCP currently in preparation not be ratified by
Council and by NSW Dept of Planning and Infrastructure
until:
– master plans have been developed for each town in
consultation with a reference group consisting of a
representative from the relevant Chamber, the community
and an independent urban planner and,
– the master plan and recommendations from this reference
group are incorporated in the DLEP 2013

MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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Concluding Questions
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

How do we keep the 59% of commuting workers in the Blue
Mountains for work?
Why not reduce parking demand in the villages by generating
walking villages and the use of public transport?
Special Tourist Zones, why are these not included in the DLEP
2013? (even the Scenic Railway and Echo Point are not Special
Tourist Zones)
How is BMCC going to address the decline in businesses in the
LGA set in train between 2007 and 2011
How much land will be potentially sterilized as a consequence of
DLEP 2013?
How can Council and the peak business and tourism bodies and
other organisations work together to get a better and more
sustainable DLEP 2013 outcome
Why have expert reports been commissioned by Council and not
actioned in the DLEP 2013?

MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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These peak business organisations support an
extension of time to reconsider the DLEP 2013
to achieve a more sustainable outcome.
Thank you for your time
MCCC, Biznet and BMATA
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